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Series 2, Episode 7(15): Sitcom
It's almost night at Dunb-Isle, and most, if not all Dumb-Crows and Woodsters are working late down town
to ensure they're getting paid, and making sure all households keep getting the electricity and water they
need. Inside the house of the Wario bros, VARIO is staying up watching a funny sitcom on TV.
"Bwaa ha ha ha!! This is perhaps one of the funniest things I've ever watched on TV in my entire life! ... if
only I could understand what they were saying..." VARIO said to himself and keeps watching the sitcom.
Outside the property to their house, Drawcia the teenage witch are just passing by. She hears the laughter
coming from the house and decides to take a look.
"I wonder what all that laughing is about..." Drawcia said and looks into the window where the Wario bros'
living room can be seen. She sees VARIO laughing at something on his TV.
"Hm, so VARIO's found something enjoyable on his little TV... Maybe, just maybe..." Drawcia thought to
herself and pulls up a tape recorder with canned laughter from her inner pocket and plays it. Hearing the
laughter coming from it she form a smile of her face, and chuckles a little bit.
"Ha ha hah... aw, how funny sitcoms sometimes really can be... but hang on. Maybe I could play a prank
on that fatso!" Drawcia said to herself and starts laughing in excitement, now having gotten the idea of
playing a trick on VARIO in the morning.
Back inside the house, VARIO has just finished watching the sitcom programme, and after turning off the
TV goes into the bathroom to brush his teeth.
"Waa ha ha... talk about humor of very great scale! It's a shame there's barely anything like it these days..."
VARIO said and prepares his toothbrush with garlic toothpaste, and starts brushing his teeth.
After having brushed his teeth VARIO then heads into bed, reflecting on the stuff he's watched on the TV
earlier.
"Well, before I stumbled upon that sitcom, I was actually tuning in on the Fatso-News. To my
disappointment they didn't talk about anything that much new or important... apart from the weather, of
course. That bit is always important to know about... He heh... I somehow just can't stop laughing over that
sitcom... Hah-hah-hah... hah..." VARIO said and lets out a few more laughs before falling asleep.
Later morning rises over Dumb-Crow Isle, shining the sun over every single house and field. VARIO's still
sleeping on his bed, but he soon wakes up to laughter.
"What the... have we let in some kind of drunk Woodster or something?..." VARIO said while being
confused. He gets up anyway to go to the bathroom. While in there he hears the laughter again.
"W-who's outside??" VARIO said and opens the bathroom door, but as soon as he opens it the noise stops.
"Hm... strange. I'm sure I heard something..." VARIO said and takes a moment to see if he hears the
laughter again. Not hearing anything, he just shrugs it off and closes the door and unzips his overalls. As
soon as he starts peeing though(only the sound of peeing is being heard) the laughter plays again.
"What in the garlic..." VARIO said and opens the door again, having just dragged up his overalls.
"I'm starting to wonder where this noise is coming from... the living room perhaps??" VARIO said and
goes into the living room to find the source of the mysterious laughter.

While in the living room VARIO is now trying to figure out where the laughter is coming from. He checks
the TV to see if it's on, but it's still off. He then checks the speakers to see if any sound is coming from
them.
"Hm. Nothing here either..." VARIO said as he is listening to the speakers. Just behind him stands an
invisible Drawcia watching him, holding a remote in her hand. She seems to be the source for VARIO's
newly found confusion.
"Veery strange... The TV is off. The speakers are also off due to the TV not being turned on... and yet I
hear this weird sound from time to time... whatever, I must be hearing things. I've not woken up properly
yet, so... maybe that's why I'm hearing this noise...?" VARIO said to himself and goes into the kitchen to
have himself some roasted garlic.
"Alright, let's see... garlic... frying pan... butter... and some spices... that's probably all I need." VARIO said
and prepares the frying pan with some butter, and starts roasting the garlic on it once the butter has melted
out over the pan. After getting his breakfast ready he's about to tug on it. But before he can even put his
teeth into one of them he suddenly hears the laughter again.
"Ok, w-where is this laughter coming from?? What do they want me?!" VARIO said nervously, now
feeling more scared than before. He takes a look at every corner in the kitchen to make sure no stranger's
in the house. The laughter then sounds again, which now makes VARIO panic and rush into the livng room
to hide under the table.
"W-w-where is this sound coming from!? It's driving me crazy!!" VARIO said while clapping his teeth in
fear. Nearby, Drawcia is laughing at VARIO, seeing that her little prank on him is working.
"Bwa-ha-ha-haa!! How foolish he is... besides, VARIO doesn't even know I'm the one making this noise,
heh heh..." Drawcia said to herself and keeps laughing at VARIO's state of fear and confusion.
However, Drawcia is laughing so much that her invisibility wears off, revealing herself to VARIO. He
notices that Drawcia's been the one who did the prank all the time, and is now fairly annoyed at her.
"Grr... I should have known it all along that the noise was coming from that young paint-crazy witch! I'll
make her pay for this." VARIO said and walks over to Drawcia to teach her a lesson.
Still laughing, Drawcia doesn't notice that VARIO's now spotted her, and he's now standing right in front
of her with his arms crossed and tapping his foot, waiting for her to stop laughing. After she's done with
her laughing she finally sees VARIO in front of her.
"Oh, hi there fatso. How can you possibly see me? I'm invisible you know! You're not supposed to be able
to see me!" Drawcia told VARIO. VARIO points to a mirror and tells her to take a look at herself. She does
so, and upon finding out that her invisibility spell has weared off she's in for a shock.
"But... HOW is it possible??! I was invisible just a minute ago!?" Drawcia said to herself in disbelief.
"Well, your little spell probably weared off. That's why I can see you now! By the way, I'm gonna teach
you a little something about playing pranks on a newly awoken fatso in the morning!!" VARIO said and is
about to jump on her and bring her down to the floor. Before he can do so Drawcia draws a brick wall
which he hits.
"AAOW!! That really hurt! ..." VARIO said and starts to stumble around the living room, and falls down
on his back onto the floor behind the recorder Drawcia dropped while she was laughing earlier. The impact
makes it fly up and land right into VARIO's mouth. Seeing this as a opportunity for her to make VARIO's
day even worse, Drawcia pulls up a second remote and are about to press the button.

"Prepare to be turned into a canned laughter machine, VARIO!!" Drawcia said and presses the button on
her remote, making the other recorder now inside VARIO's stomach play the laughter.
"Uh oh. This could turn into a problem... and it may lead to even more problems later unless I get that
noise in my belly drowned out!" VARIO said and rushes into the kitchen. While on his way to the kitchen
though the tape recorder inside his stomach activates, which irritates him a bit.
"Hrm... gotta admit that this vibration effect that recorder is causing in my stomach doesn't feel very funny
at all..." VARIO said. While in the kitchen VARIO fills up a big glass with water and drinks all of it. The
noise from the recorder are still sounding though.
"Ah crap... not enough I suppose..." VARIO said and grabs himself a few slices of bread to fill his belly
with. Seeing this not working, he starts eating some more bread. From a distance, Drawcia just watches
him and can't help but chuckle at his attempts to mute the tape recorder.
"Hey, that's not even..." VARIO was about to tell her, but Drawcia activates the recorder again, distracting
VARIO from what he was going to say.
"Er... never mind that... suppose this calls for drastic measures." VARIO said and takes a bowl filled with
garlic and hurls them all down his throat. To his delight the noise inside his belly has subsided, but not
completely.
Feeling the need to go to the bathroom, VARIO heads in there to empty his belly. After he's done in there
he's dismayed to hear that despite going to the toilet, the tape recorder is still inside his belly.
"Aw noo... alright, how about jumping repeatedly on the same spot?" VARIO said and starts jumping to see
if the tape recorder will come out of his mouth. It doesn't work though, so he tries to throw up, but even
that doesn't work. All Drawcia can do is laugh at his worthless attempts at coughing up the recorder.
"Ha ha, funny enough for ya, hunh..." VARIO said sarcastically and starts thinking of one last plan. A bit
later in the morning we see VARIO standing on top of the stairs with a skateboard in front of him.
"I better hope this will get that tape recorder flying out of my mouth!" VARIO said and gets up on the
skateboard and starts skating down the stairs. About midway through the stairs VARIO falls off the
skateboard and starts rolling down the stairs, coming to a stop downstairs. Now sitting up with stars flying
around his head, VARIO tries to feel if he's going to throw up.
"Aw come on. At some point I've got to throw up. I really need to get rid of that recorder as soon as
possible!!" VARIO said and waits for himself to throw up. For a moment it looks like he's going throw up,
but to his disappointment nothing comes out of his mouth.
"Pfft... BWAA-HAHAHAHAA!! I-I just can't hold myself any longer! That was just too funny!!" Drawcia
said while lying on the floor laughing herself to death over VARIO's constant failures to rid himself of the
tape recorder.
At this moment the doorbell rings, which makes Drawcia hide herself. Having no choice, VARIO goes to
get the door.
"I better hope it doesn't activate now... who knows how embarrasing things could get if that happened
while opening the front door." VARIO said while hoping for the best outcome.
When VARIO opens the door, the first thing he sees is Maya's sister storming into their house in a very
angry mood. Not having seen this side of hers before, he wonders what might have happened that led her
to become this upset. Just then Warrio also shows. Eager to know more, VARIO starts asking him.

"What's up with Cindella, Warrio?" VARIO asked him.
"Well, you see. It's due to an accident that happened while I was visiting in Cindella's house, and now she
wants to break up with me!" Warrio said.
"But... you two are not even married." VARIO pointed out. Not knowing what to answer VARIO about it,
Warrio heads inside to try apologize to Cindella for what happened. A lot of yelling, banging, and stuff
being thrown around can be heard from the kitchen. Still standing by the front door,VARIO's listening to it
all.
"My garlic... from the sound of things this seems VEERY serious!" VARIO said and decides to go and take
a look. Inside the kitchen the whole room has been trashed, with plates having been thrown all over the
floor, and the room looks like a mess. In the middle of the kitchen Warrio and Cindella are having an
heated argument.
"But Cindella, I'm trying to tell you; It wasn't my fault! An accident was an accident, and I promise I won't
do it again!" Warrio tried to explain.
"Oh really... You're just trying to excuse yourself from having to take responsibility for your actions!
You're clumsy, just plain clusmsy!!" Cindella yelled at him and brings with her a lot of plates in front of
him, dropping them on the floor to demonstrate how clumsy Warrio really is.
"See. THAT'S how clumsy you are!! You can't even turn around without knocking down something!!"
Cindella said and is about to leave the kitchen.
"It was just a little flower pot that I broke... but apparantly that was enough for everything else in her house
to start breaking." Warrio thought to himself. VARIO, who have been watching it all, starts to feel bad for
Warrio.
"Oh garlic. I really feel horrible for that guy now... Not that I know how it feels to be in love with a
woman, but... whatever, I better head out now before..." VARIO said and is about to head into the living
room, but before he can even move the tape recorder inside his belly starts to activate again.
"Aw crap, not NOW you stupid recorder!!" VARIO worriedly said to himself while trying to surpress the
laughter by covering his mouth. It doesn't work though, and the noise coming from VARIO's belly makes
Cindella believe Warrio's ridiculing her, and smacks him on the chin before heading out.
"How DARE you make fun of me like that!!" Cindella said angrily. After saying this she then storms out of
the house.
Warrio's initially clueless about what made Cindella grow even more upset than before, but whe he hears
laughter coming from VARIO, Warrio thinks he's laughing at the situation.
"Aha, you think it's funny, hunh? We're about to break up and you're just laughing at it??" Warrio said.
"I-It's not what it looks like..." VARIO tried to tell him, but Warrio proceeds to punch him. VARIO quickly
disappears behind the door frame, with Warrio's fist then punching him. VARIO reappears again, now with
an blue left eye where Warrio's fist hit him.
"Hope it teached ya a lesson!" Warrio said. After saying this the recorder in VARIO's belly activates again.
"Hrm... Alright, you wanna be beaten up more, hunh?!" Warrio said and gets a rollin pin and heads outside
to beat up VARIO with. What's happening during this is not shown though. Warrio then walks back in
again with a broken rolling pin in hand.

"There ya go VARIO. Is that enough for ya to stop laughing!" Warrio said. VARIO then reappears from the
doorframe again, now looking more bruised up than before with broken teeth. The laughter from the tape
recorder plays again.
"Ok, what the HELL is wrong with ya today??" Warrio said.
"Don't ask me about it..." VARIO said, only for the recorder to play the laughter again. At this point Warrio
starts to think VARIO's gone crazy and pulls up his phone to dial an pair of mobs.
"Maybe this will make him shaddup!" Warrio said and dials the number to the mobs. Over to some place in
the town, a pair of mobs are standing outside an unknown building; an Woodster with glasses on his face,
and a tall, muscular Dumb-Crow with an eye patch on his right eye. The Woodster's phone then rings, and
he answers it.
"Duuh-llo... Aha? ... Ok, we're coming!" The Woodster said and puts the phone down in his pocket.
"What was that talk about?" The Dumb-Crow said.
"Some guy wants us to come over and beat the crap of some laughing fatso." The Woodster said.
"Will we get money for doing it? Otherwise I won't do it!" The Dumb-Crow said.
"He said he will give us money, so it's all good I suppose. Come on, let's get there!" The Woodster said.
Back in the Wario bros' house, Warrio's now waiting for the mob to arrive. At just that moment the
doorbell rings.
"Ah, that must be them!" Warrio said and goes to get the door. In front of him stands the pair of mobs he
dialed earlier.
"Ok dude, where's that laughing fatso you told us about?" The Woodster asked.
"He's right in here." Warrio said and shows them the way in. They then find VARIO just standing there, all
confused over what is going in.
"There he is. Now, be some bad guys and beat him up for me please." Warrio said and leaves it up to the
mobs to deal with VARIO. The Woodster and Dumb-Crow then proceed to beat him up, albeit off-screen.
After they're done they're about to head out again.
"Well, did ya beat him up?" Warrio asked them.
"Oh yeah. We had him beaten up so much that he's barely even able to look straight ahead..." The
Woodster said.
"Hang on... what about the money?" The Dumb-Crow asked.
"Oh yeah, I forgot... You promised to pay us. Now, cough up a bounty for us!" The Woodster asked Warrio.
"Alright. Here's the cash." Warrio said and gives them a bounty of dollars, after which the mobs head back
out again. Over to VARIO, he's now all beaten up, with the left side of his nose broken, and his moustache
almost cut off. The tape recorder inside his belly plays yet again. At this point Warrio's finally had enough
of him.
"Alright, you're OUT of this house!!" Warrio said and kicks VARIO out of their house.

After landing on the road outside their property, VARIO looks to his left side to see a Dumb-Crow on a
motorbike. The tape recorder plays once again. No longer finding it funny, VARIO starts to regret
watching the sitcom yesterday.
"Seriously Drawcia. This isn't funny anymore... I now really regret watching that stupid programme
yesterday..." VARIO said to himself before the bike runs him over. Now completely flattened, the tape
recorder inside VARIO's belly still plays despite this.
No matter where VARIO goes, the recorder in his belly keep activating itself, irritating many people as he
walks from place to place. Down the town, VARIO is just passing by an Woodster sitting on the street,
wanting money from people. Unfortunately the tape recorder starts activating, which the Woodster
mistakes for VARIO ridiculing him.
"How DARE ya laugh at a poor Woodster like me!!" The Woodster said and hits VARIO with his cane.
Now with a cane on his head, VARIO then passes by an large army of Biker-Woodsters. They hear the
laughter coming from VARIO and decides to give him back.
"Alright fatso, you asked for it! Come on guys, let's run him over!!" One of the Biker-Woodsters said.
"Yeah, let's give him what he deserves!!" the other Biker-Woodsters said and starts driving towards him on
their bikes, causing VARIO to run for his life.
"My garlic, this day sure isn't gonna be a good one for me!!" VARIO said as he keeps trying to run away
from the Biker-Woodsters. Later in the house of Wario bros, Warrio is now looking at a photo of Cindella,
feeling bad for all of what's happened that lead to the breakup.
"*sobbing* Don't leave me now Cindella. We've only just known each other..." Warrio sobbed. At this
moment the doorbell rings. Warrio opens the door, and in comes an almost completely beaten up VARIO.
"Oh, you're back again??" Warrio said.
"Well... yeah, sorta..." was all VARIO could say, barely able to get a word out of his mouth.
"So... why are you back here again? Haven't you been laughing at me enough times now?" Warrio said.
As Warrio wonders why VARIO has stopped with his laughter button, a picture frame that hangs loosely
on the wall then falls from above right on Warrio's foot, making him scream in pain.
"YEOOOW!!!" Warrio started screaming.While Warrio's having his mouth open the door behind VARIO
then slams the latter on the back, causing the recorder to fly out of VARIO's mouth and into Warrio's
mouth, making Warrio swallow it.
"Hm? ... what was it I just swallowed??" Warrio asked himself. The doorbell then rings again. Warrio
opens the door to see Cindella having returned again, wanting to apologise for what she said earlier.
"Cindella??" Warrio said.
"Yes Warrio. You see, I realized that what I said about you earlier was not true, and I probably overreacted
a bit too much. I'm hoping that you and I can make up again. Please forgive me Warrio..." Cindella said.
Warrio is relieved that things are finally sorting themselves out.
"Well, at least I'm glad you're still in love with me..." Warrio said and is about to apologise, but before he
can say anything the recorder in his stomach plays, letting out the same noise that plagued VARIO earlier.

"Aw noo... this can't really be... I'm sorry Cindella, I'm soo, soo sorry! I didn't really mean it!!" Warrio tried
to convince her, but Cindella's not convinced.
"So, you're still not forgiving me?!! Well, then have this!!" Cindella said and smacks Warrio on the chin
again.
"I'm more than ready to break up with you now! And I mean for REAL this time!" Cindella said and starts
ice-skating her way home, leaving an now saddened Warrio to grieve over the very thing he now has lost.
"Seriously Cindella, I DO forgive you!! Whatever I said I didn't really mean!! Please come back!!" Warrio
called out to Cindella despite that she's already out of sight.
"It's already too late Warrio..." VARIO reminded him.
"I know... why did it have to end like this for me!?" Warrio said and starts shedding some tears on his face.
The tape recorder inside Warrio's belly then plays again. It doesn't take long for him to figure out who's
been behind this entire thing though, since they hear someone laughing in the living room.
"Hm... I guess I know who MIGHT be responsible for this..." Warrio said and goes along with VARIO into
the living room. In there they spot Drawcia the teenage witch on the floor laughing herself over.
"Aargh, so SHE is the one behind all this!" Warrio said in anger.
"And I knew of this the whole time, but you didn't listen to me..." VARIO said.
"Whatever... I'm not really in the mood right now, so..." Warrio said and heads over to Drawcia and knocks
her out, after which the scene fades to black.
After the screen fades in again we see Drawcia being strapped onto one of the chairs on the living room.
By her side stands VARIO with a big wooden hammer, with Warrio sitting on the sofa in front of her.
"Please let me go you fatsos. I only did it all for fun!" Drawcia pleaded the guys.
"Smack her on the head VARIO." Warrio told VARIO.
"Ok." VARIO said and hits her on the head with his hammer.
"Alright, will ya forgive us now for what you did to not just VARIO, but me as well?" Warrio asked her.
"No, I won't!!" Drawcia said. VARIO then hits her on the head again, this time even harder.
"Aow... Come on, just let go of me already!!" Drawcia demanded them.
"If you want us to let you go, then at least start by cleaning around in the house. Our kitchen could see
some tidying up here and there, and it's all a mess right now after what happened earlier." Warrio ordered
Drawcia.
"No way! I'm not gonna do anything you tell me to do!! Now, let me go!" Drawcia pleaded again. VARIO
is about to hit her on the head again, but Warrio stops him before he can hit her.
"No VARIO, don't. I have an even better idea for a punishment against this nasty witch!" Warrio said and
goes to the bird cage where his parrot is and releases him from it.
"There ya go my little parrot. She's all yours to peck on!" Warrio said and let's the parrot fly towards her.

The parrot's now where the witch is sitting. It takes the hammer from VARIO and starts smacking Drawcia
silly with it. It keeps going for a minute or so.
"Ow, OW!! Ok, ok, I'll do anything. Anything! Just let go of me afterwards, ok!!" Drawcia begged.
"Too late. You asked for it, and now you're getting it!" Warrio said.
"Wow. That parrot of yours sure know how give someone a real punishment!" VARIO said.
"Yep. I'm lucky to still have him in this house. Even if he can be a bit cranky at times due to various
circumstances, when help is needed he will always be there for us." Warrio said.
After the parrot's done smacking Drawcia on the head he starts pecking a little on her nose. He then flies to
the top of her head, pulls out his little boombox, and starts dancing to the tune coming from it. At this
moment Warrio presses the button on the remote control, making it play canned laughter. Not even amused
of what's going on right now, he just simply sits on the sofa, completely downcast.
"Sigh... why did this happen to me... if it weren't for that Drawcia and her stupid pranks, then I and
Cindella would've still been together, possibly even get married as well... ah well, guess it'll never happen."
Warrio said and keeps thinking over on how his life without Cindella will be.
And this is the end of episode #7. Turns out Warrio didn't get to keep his love in the end due to Drawcia's
interference, and this has now left him sad and heartbroken. Anyway, episode #8 will see Wario-Ware-Man
and his siblings go through tough times in Dumb-Crow Isle. With no garlic in their fridge and lots of
ridiculously high bills, Wario-Ware-Man is forced to look for a job so he can pay the bills. Will WarioWare-Man be able to score a job? That's something we'll be finding out in episode #8.
The End...

